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Reshaping the Aeropsace & Defense industry

COVID-19 main effects on A&D 

A&D faces its greatest business falloff 
in history due to the COVID-19 
pandemic with unprecedented impact 
across the industry.

Strategic challenges ahead

Resulting in immediate business 
continuity challenges and requiring 
shareholders to consider mitigation 
and response strategies.

A&D industry and M&A outlook

There are some key factors to watch to 
discern how the A&D industry will 
change and how the M&A agenda may 
look like across the value chain.

M&A Operations for A&D 2020
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Reshaping the Aerospace & Defense industry
A&D faces its greatest business falloff in history due to the COVID-19 pandemic

Aerospace faces multiple hurdles

• Operators – Global and domestic travel restrictions due to 
the pandemic are significantly reducing the number of 
commercial airline passengers, causing a massive liquidity 
crisis across the industry ($250bn airlines losses – source: 
IATA) with most airplanes grounded. Passenger demand 
has almost completely collapsed against high fixed costs.

• OEMs – Major aircraft manufacturers briefly suspended 
production with an unprecedented reduction of the average 
production rates (roughly one third for Airbus pre-COVID).

• Supply Chain – Unknown financial viability of smaller 
suppliers especially for any sole-source exposure plus 
Boeing 737Max fallout triggering supplier earnings’ 
uncertainty and some planned M&A deals mutually 
terminated (Woodward/Hexcel, Boeing/Embraer).

• Aftermarket – Fleet groundings, aircraft retirements, new 
production rates to result in an estimated 20% up to 30% 
decrease in MRO demand in the near-term, globally even 
if demand for interior modification may rise.

To give a little 
breathing room on one-
column text slides, try 
to keep this area clear 

of text.

Defense shows resiliency, but…

• Production/manufacturing facilities and supply chains 
– With COVID-19 cases on the rise in Western 
Europe/USA, operations of many defense firms may be 
affected by partial or complete shutdowns or regulated 
functioning, thus affecting production queues and 
deliveries.

• Business development efforts could be affected –
characterized by long negotiation periods and government 
to government linkages. Also, a cessation or reduction in 
military exercises may result in harmful side-effects.

• Demand for defense equipment and related services 
could go down – It is likely that most governments around 
the world will have to spend a lot more on healthcare and 
social security in the medium term, although defense 
spending shows resiliency.

• Companies may have to make tough choices that 
could impact finances and competencies – Maintaining 
all assembly lines and an active workforce in the face of 
reduced sales is a challenging situation defense 
companies could face. 

2020
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Reshaping the Aerospace & Defense industry
Resulting in immediate business continuity challenges and requiring shareholders to consider 
mitigation and response strategies

To give a little 
breathing room on one-
column text slides, try 
to keep this area clear 

of text.
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OEM 
uncertainty

• Reduction in build rates

• Temporary manufacturing facility closures

• 737MAX certification challenges

Supply Chain

• Viability of smaller suppliers (sole-source)

• Furloughs and temporary shutdowns 

• Increased use of prepayment 

Workforce 
Management

• Remote employment, staggered shifts

• Labor uncertainty (health concerns)

• Pair talent retention with staff reductions 

Customer Order
Volumes & 
Payment

• Airlines order uncertainty and cancellations

• Extended A/R as customers manage their 
cash flow

Near Term
Liquidity Issues 

• Significant cash flow issues linked to 
forecasted revenue reduction 

• Need to balance near-term liquidity issues with 
forecasted build rate increases in 2021+

Temporary workforce reductions and talent retention

Cash flow and Expense management

Opportunity for companies to pursue inorganic investments 
and realign their asset portfolio
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Reshaping the Aerospace & Defense industry
Will the crisis reinforce prevailing industry megatrends? Key factors to watch to discern how the A&D 
industry will change 

To give a little 
breathing room on one-
column text slides, try 
to keep this area clear 

of text.
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Supply chain

paradigm

Environment 
protection

Innovation 
race 

Passengers 
behaviors

Airlines 
economics 

Airport 4.0  Defense
spending 

Aftermarket 
business 
models

How will Tier-1 
players focused 
on the widebody
market (e.g. 
Rolls-Royce) 
bank on a 
rebound?

Will smaller 
players with  
thinner margins 
be in a position to 
make technology 
investments with 
meager working 
capital accounts?

How deep will the 
737Max crisis 
impact be on 
main suppliers 
(e.g. Spirit 
Aerosystems, 
Senior)? 

The world’s fleet 
of ca. 25,000 
commercial 
aircraft generates 
roughly 2-3 per 
cent of global 
emissions. The 
upward trajectory 
in aviation’s 
greenhouse gas 
emissions is 
expected to 
resume.

The Clean Sky 
Joint Undertaking 
(CSJU), aims to 
coordinate and 
fund research 
activities to 
deliver more 
environmentally 
friendly aircraft.

Will this trend 
push toward the 
concept of More 
Electric Aircraft 
(MEA)?  

Disruptive 
innovation in 
A&D may occur 
on various fronts 
to address 
increased 
performance and 
efficiency:

• Higher 
digitization, 
ATM, single-pilot 

• Technologies 
like AI, 3-D 
printing, VR/AR 
or deep data 

• New materials 
(composite 
airframe, 
lightweight 
seats) 

• Next weapon 
systems 
generation 
(NGAD, FVL, 
KC-Z) may result 
in higher 
proximity with 
VC players.

Will frequencies 
be lower, and 
many former 
routes not be 
served at all, 
meaning 
circuitous, time-
consuming and 
costly options?

Will air fares 
generally be 
higher on long-
haul routes, as 
fewer airlines will 
be operating?

Will pandemics 
increase demand 
for charter 
flights?

Increased 
scrutiny of health 
conditions in their 
destination 
country?

Change of 
operators’ 
business model: 
Fewer operators? 
Fewer planes? 
Fewer routes?

Sales and 
Leaseback (SLB) 
model still 
relevant? Will the 
extent and 
structure of 
aircraft leases 
create an extra 
risk of a banking 
crisis (e.g. 
Ireland)?

The A321XLR 
(due to be 
launched in 
2023) will be able 
to fly shorter 
routes on a 
single-aisle, 
highly efficient 
jet. 

What will be the 
impact of the 
future aviation 
paradigm 
(prospective of 
new routes) on 
hub airports 
(airline hub-and-
spoke model)? 

Passengers may 
also have to 
heed a host of 
new guidelines 
with potential 
restrictions on 
moving around 
the airport with 
new security 
protocols and 
increased 
digitization. 

What does the 
future of airline-
airport network 
partnerships look 
like?  

Global defense 
spending hit 
$1.917 trillion in 
2019 (7.2 percent 
higher in 2019 
than it was in 
2010).

New threats 
(hybrid warfare 
designed to 
exploit national 
vulnerabilities) 

European 
Defense Fund 
(€13bn 2021-
2027): 
Eurodrone, 
Ocean 2020.

Whether defense 
spending may be 
deprioritized or 
not will depend 
on both 
economic and 
societal factors. 

The growth of 
aftermarket 
services such as 
the recent style 
performance 
based 
maintenance 
contracts, 
resulted in 
increased 
revenue for 
engine 
manufacturers. 
By delivering 
integrated 
solutions, they 
were providing 
significantly more 
value. 

Airlines position 
MRO services to 
coincide with hub 
locations to 
maximize 
efficiency.
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Airlines

Private Equity OEMs (Civil)

Tier 1 & Lower Tier 
Suppliers

MRO

Defense

• Valuation dislocations create investment 
opportunities (distressed and undervalued 
assets): advanced materials, unmanned 
systems, training.

• Delayed exits waiting for the recovery.
• $2.5 trillion in uncalled capital.

GPs on the lookout for deals in a 
more challenging environment? 

• High technology to remain the sought-after 
(Next weapon system generation, AI use to 
counter cyber threats, quantum. computing, 
hypersonic, ISR, DEWs, etc.).

• Further investment through venture capital to 
tap into technologies that are being 
developed at a rapid pace by serving as 
seed capital for a range of technologies. 

Defense spending resilience?

• MROs to explore aftermarket capabilities via partnerships, joint 
ventures or OEM licensing (new aircraft generation). Increase in USMs.

• Accelerated digitization to increase efficiencies (e.g. drones for aircraft 
inspection, augmented reality, increased interest in remote 
collaboration tools, e.g. AAR) and cabin modifications opportunities. 

A shift to different business models? 

M&A 
themes for 

consideration

• It seems unlikely that competition authorities will take a more 
relaxed (than usual) approach to airline merger reviews in light of 
the current crisis. Wet lease agreements may continue. No V-
shaped spike expected but a slow recovery. 

Fewer operators, fewer routes?

• Accelerated investment in automation and 
enhanced capabilities (e.g. MTM/Airbus).

• Increase in service business (generally 
less subject to increased FDI scrutiny) and 
in green investments.

• Handpicked divestitures of non strategic 
assets to refocus the corporate strategy.

Will a new Supply & Demand 
paradigm resize the industry?

• Investments in automation/digital.
• Vertical integration to add more

differentiated manufacturing capabilities 
in a very fragment segment.

• Business diversification.
• Lower Tier-3/4 consolidation and/or 

potential targets for Industrials (e.g. 
chemical industry) and/or financial buyers.

Matching the new realities? 

Reshaping the Aerospace & Defense industry
Overarching M&A themes for consideration in the current environment

TEXT
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PwC/Strategy& as a partner of choice

A dedicated A&D deal team that 
brings an integrated approach to 
M&A aligning insights across value 
creation levers.

PwC’s A&D Deal Platform M&A 
Operations depth and breadth of 
experience focused on shareholder 
value and sustainable growth.

A multi-disciplinary approach, 
combining various technical 
expertise (e.g. Environment, 
Cybersecurity, Tax & Legal).

M&A Operations for A&D 2020
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PwC/Strategy& A&D Deal Platform
Collectively*, we support our clients throughout the entire transaction lifecycle
*Corporate Finance, Transaction Services, Valuation&Modelling, Strategy, Tax & Legal

M&A Operations for A&D 2020
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Transformation

Integration Management Office

Deal close 100-DaysLOI Acquisition Agreement

Deal Evaluation End-state/
Day One planning

Taking Control/
100-Days planStrategy Assessment

S
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A
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u
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o
n

*

Evaluate Growth 
Strategy*

Analyze
Target

Markets*

Identify & Screen
M&A Candidates*

Commercial Diligence

Operational Diligence & 
Synergies

Deal Structure

Culture & Announcement 
Communications*

Initial
Integration Planning

Valuation

Financial Diligence

Day 1 Readiness

Sales & Programs

Procurement

R&T/Engineering

SCM, Operations

Human Resources

Finance & Controlling

Information Technology

Facilities

Quality Legal & Regulatory

Functional Integration (Illustrative)

Communications and Change 
Management

Organization and Workforce 
Transition

Business Process & Systems 
Integration

Synergy Tracking

Divestiture

Growth Initiatives*

Go-to-Market & 
Value Driver (synergies)

Legal Entity and Foreign 
Compliance

Business Performance Analytics 
(Operations, IT, and Financial)

Portfolio Analysis*

Valuation and 
Deal Modeling

Buy-side M&A Operations ScopeStrategy M&A Operations Scope

Integration M&A Operations Scope

Divestiture M&A Operations Scope

* M&A Operations involvement
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PwC/Strategy& A&D Deal Platform – M&A Operations Scope
You will benefit from a unique set of capabilities combining A&D knowledge and deals expertise  

1
M&A Strategy & 
Target Screening

Shareholder Value

• Anticipate growth 
opportunities

• Select attractive 
investment opportunities

• Identify non strategic 
assets

2
Buy-side Deal 
Execution

Sustainable Growth

• Execute relevant Due 
Diligence work

• Assess synergies 
quantum

• Ensure business 
continuity (Day 1 
Readiness)

• Plan integration

3
M&A Integration & 
Post-mortem

Value Creation

• Set up Integration 
Management Office

• Design integration 
model

• Assist with first 100 
days and integration

• Track synergies

• Perform post-mortem 
review

4
Divestitures & 
Carve-outs

Portfolio Realignment

• Highlight business 
entanglements

• Analyze transition 
support requirements

• Design of standalone 
target operating model

• Develop proforma
accounts and assess 
stranded costs

5
Joint-Ventures & 
Strategic Alliances

Pursuing Expansion 

• Assist with MoU

• Design and 
implementation of JV 
operating and 
governance models

• Establish performance 
monitoring and goals

• Ensure an issue-free 
Day 1

M&A Operations for A&D 2020
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PwC/Strategy& A&D Deal Platform – M&A Operations Scope
M&A Strategy & Target Screening

M&A Strategy 
& Target 
Screening

Your challenges
• Confirm and refine growth strategy (external growth, 

diversification)

• Realign strategic asset portfolio

• Drive a qualitative market analysis on the back of 
pre-defined criteria

• Identify potential acquisition targets 

• Profile the most attractive targets.

M&A Operations for A&D 2020
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Lessons learned
• Understand the type of deals required in light of 

corporate strategy

• Establish a stage gate system to review and evaluate 
targets 

• Develop evaluation criteria and screening metrics with 
various angles: financial, integration, operational (e.g. 
footprint, technology) risks and opportunities

• Beware of window dressing (e.g. consider the target’s 
forecast and key value drivers, cut through short-term 
increases in sales, profit or cash flows).

How can we help?
• Anticipate growth opportunities

• Select attractive investment opportunities

• Identify non strategic assets

• Corporate intelligence (e.g. export control violation, 
fraud, data compromise) – optional thread.

Identifying investment themes (Illustrative) 
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PwC/Strategy& A&D Deal Platform – M&A Operations Scope
Buy-side Deal Execution 

Sell- & Buy-
Side Deal 
Execution 
(M&A 
Operations)

Your challenges
• Obtain assurance on the value creation (synergies) 

realization behind historical and forecast operational 
and financial data

• Highlight potential integration risk areas and develop 
mitigation plans (e.g. talent retention, IP ownership, 
regulatory hurdles, etc.) 

• Focus the scope of the Day 1 readiness on the 
absolute must-haves

• Develop a pre-deal integration plan. 

Lessons learned
• Integration starts at due diligence phase: assess 

challenge areas and draft integration strategy

• Gut-check synergies assumptions to ensure 
realization in due time (e.g. cross-selling)

• Adapt IT due diligence work in light of technology risks 
and complexity (ERP-, PLM-, MES-enabled 
processes, Flight control in-house software)

• Anticipate CFIUS related impact on a contemplated 
M&A deal (CFIUS was amended by the ‘FIRRMA’ in 
2018 with a broadened scope of ca. 27 industries)

• Corporate disparate cultures pre-deal assessment 
(e.g. OEM/start up, cross-border deals) helps mitigate 
the adverse effects of dissonance. 

How can we help?
• Execute relevant Due Diligence work (e.g. IT, Operations)

• Assess synergies quantum

• Ensure business continuity (Day 1 Readiness)

• Plan integration (pre-deal phase)

• Cybersecurity due diligence – optional thread.

Assessing synergies opportunities

M&A Operations for A&D 2020
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PwC/Strategy& A&D Deal Platform – M&A Operations Scope
M&A Integration & Post-mortem

M&A 
Integration & 
Post-mortem

Your challenges
• Define the fit-for-purpose integration model

• Rapidly capture cost and revenue synergies

• Minimize disruption to employees and customers

• Execute an issue-free Day 1

• Maintain focus on current business

• Streamline organization and critical business 
processes toward a common purpose.

Lessons learned
• Start integration with the end-state in mind and align 

communications with strategy

• Integration is a two-way street: involvement of the 
target’s leadership team is a key success factor 

• Drive R&T integration effort in light of new product 
revenue objectives with a clear leadership and a 
future state organizational chart

• Provide a clear sense of direction; any acquisition is 
more likely to be more responsive to new leadership if 
there is a clear communication regarding the future 

• Perform post-mortem financial and operational 
reviews within a 12-month period of time.

How can we help?
• Set up Integration Management Office

• Support with M&A communications

• Design integration model

• Assist with first 100 days and (functional) integration

• Track synergies

• Perform post-mortem review.

Designing integration models 

Default integration 
model when the 

Acquirer is a large 
company or has 

overlapping portfolio 
elements

Integration models which 
consists in combining the 
Acquired company into 

existing portfolio elements 
(accelerates Acquirer’s 

business)  

The integration model 
aims at turning an 

acquisition in to new, 
standalone business unit 
to pursue a new market 

segment

Consolidation of both entities’ 
assets into the Acquired 
company (Target has the 

market momentum, brand, 
customer base, or channel)

Target organization for integration

F
o

rm
 o

f 
in

te
g
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ti

o
n

Into Buyer Into Seller

Standalone
Unit

Assimilate
Existing

Units

1

3

2

4
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PwC/Strategy& A&D Deal Platform – M&A Operations Scope
Divestitures & Carve-outs

Divestitures & 
Carve-outs

Your challenges
• Define the right divestiture scope and options in 

consistency with the parent’s strategy

• Position the organization for the divestiture with a 
focus on value creation

• Manage divestitures risks (e.g. confidentiality, data 
quality, employee impact, tax and regulatory)

• Ensure Day 1 readiness.

Lessons learned
• A thorough preparation and a seamlessly managed 

process will inspire and sustain a more enthusiastic 
group of bidders

• Address strategic and financial buyers specific 
expectations upfront 

• Deal team cohesiveness and ownership in the 
transaction are of primarily importance (information 
and data robustness and unicity)

• Regulatory (e.g. EASA, FAA), IP-, IT- and employee-
related separation issues are on the critical path to 
ensure business continuity.

How can we help?
• Assist with development of selling materials (IM, 

Management Presentation) and data room

• Highlight business entanglements (e.g. IP, IT, contracts)

• Analyze transition support requirements (TSAs)

• Design standalone target operating model

• Develop proforma accounts and assess stranded costs

• Support with Day 1 readiness.

Managing the selling process

M&A Operations for A&D 2020
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Divestitures
supporting

points 
reinforce the 

core
messages to 
external and 

internal
stakehoders

Divestitures
supporting

points 
reinforce the 

core
messages to 
external and 

internal
stakehoders

Sale consistent with the 
corporation’s strategy
• Rationale for the sale
• Fit with corporation’s strategy
• Business to be sold attractiveness

Sale completed 
expeditiously
• Efficient sale process
• Clear transaction timeframe
• No harmful side effects on 

customers.

Sale to create 
shareholder value
• Assess financial impact
• Provide clarity around how 

proceeds will be used.
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PwC/Strategy& A&D Deal Platform – M&A Operations Scope
Joint-Ventures & Strategic Alliances

Joint-Ventures 
& Strategic 
Alliances

Your challenges
• Be clear on how the Alliance helps execute your 

strategy 

• Establish a tailor-to-need and clear governance

• Keep track on performance (operational and 
financial) 

• Manage the Alliance dynamics (internal, relational 
and external changes) 

• Plan exit issues (e.g. jointly developed IP, liquidation 
costs).

Lessons learned
• Clarity around partners’ contribution and 

product/services mix is a key success factor

• Alliances require resilient Supply chains 
implementation, especially for cross-border JVs

• Compliance with regulatory rules (export control/ITAR, 
anti-corruption rules) must be planned upfront

• Offset frameworks (e.g. % of the contract value, fixed 
% for contract value exceeding US$10m) and IP rights 
vary across geographies

• Informal mechanisms (trust, leadership and 
commitment) deeply affect effectiveness of Alliances.

How can we help?
• Assist with MoU and JV agreement development

• Design and implementation of JV operating and 
governance models

• Establish performance monitoring (KPIs) and goals

• Ensure an issue-free Day 1

• Assist with corporate structure, tax and employment-
related matters – optional thread.

Defining the fit-for-purpose form of Alliance 

15
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Further information

PwC/Strategy& capabilities

PwC/Strategy& global capabilities 

PwC/strategy& A&D platform footprint 
and capabilities 

A&D Deal Platform credentials

M&A Operations

Additional services

Cybersecurity

Corporate Intelligence

Tax, Legal & Social Law Services

M&A Operations for A&D 2020
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PwC/Strategy& at a glance 
An international network ensuring you will have local support in every country where you do business

An international presence
PwC’s worldwide network is one of the 
world leaders in audit, strategy, 
management, transaction and tax and 
legal advisory services. 

A local knowledge

PwC’s network guarantee our clients 
the potential impact and mediums of a 
global organization, and the 
understanding of cultural and 
economic local differences. 

M&A Operations for A&D 2020
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PwC advisory capabilities cover 4 business practices
PwC can combine multiple competencies on a same project to offer a fit-for-purpose solution to all our 
client issues

Customers & Operations
Optimize the value chain in Marketing, supply chain, 
customer relation and organization

Finance
Optimize and transform Finance function to strengthen 
performance

People & Organization
Develop Human capital and conduct the change 
management to answer enterprise strategy

PPM
Support companies in managing its project portfolio and  
steer complex program

Business Strategy
Support the design of strategic business plan

Operational strategy
Structure management & business activities to create 

a competitive advantage

Delivering Deal Value
Foresee operational risks and opportunities of each t 

transaction

Sustainable development
Assist companies to create long-term value thanks to 

sustainable development

Strategy and Architecture
Support the client through its target architecture 

journey

Enterprise Applications
Support applications choice which best fit client 

needs. Support and structure projects facing 
difficulties

IS function transformation
Transform ISD with our expertise by making it a  

responsive, adaptive and success oriented business 
partner

IT infrastructure & Security
Help client on issues around cyber security, data 

confidentiality and risk prevention

Digital
Optimize value chain with digital and define digital 
strategy

Data Analytics
Implement governance strategy and value client data 
leveraging technology

2020
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From Strategy to Execution
By acquiring 12 advisory firms in the 
last 10 years, PwC has created one of 
the world’s most comprehensive 
advisory practice that aligns with our 
clients’ demand for strategy through 
execution.

From Strategy
to Execution
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PwC/Strategy& A&D footprint 
and capabilities

• PwC/strategy& A&D global practice 

• Thought leadership

M&A Operations for A&D 2020
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PwC/Strategy& A&D global practice  
Our A&D global practice consists of 1,100+ dedicated professionals 

Dedicated A&D professionals…
Our global A&D services practice 
consists of 1,100+ professionals who 
serve the industry and is part of a 
broader industrial products group 
composed of more that 44,000 
consultants. 

Europe
4,500 Deals 

professionnals
350 M&A Operations 

specialists

North America
2,000 Deals 

professionnals
450 M&A Operations 

specialists

Latam
300 Deals 

professionnals
50 M&A Operations 

specialists

Africa/ME
400 Deals 

professionnals
20 M&A Operations 

specialists

Asia
2,000 Deals 

professionnals
100 M&A Operations 

specialists

M&A Operations for A&D 2020
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85 out of the first 100
Companies in the A&D industry

26
Companies audited by PwC
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A&D –Thought leadership

2020
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M&A Operations for A&D

Components & 
Lower Tier 
Supplier Base

System 
Integrators, 
OEMs and 
Primes

Transport ops, 
Agencies, MRO 
players

Tier 1 Suppliers 
& Sub-System 
Manufacturers

Deep industry specific functional capabilities allow us to create relevant solutions and
organizational changes that stick.

Unique strategy for execution capabilities delivering sustainable success for clients by
combining strategic thought leadership capabilities with leading edge implementation
skills.

We bring fresh market perspectives based on deep domain experience and technology
expertise:

– Deep and holistic understanding of market needs
– Objective view of technology potential, and unique perspectives on disruptive

technologies.

A&D sector knowledge - and experience cover the civil and military value chains
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A&D Deal Platform 
Credentials

• M&A Operations

M&A Operations for A&D 2020
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PwC/Strategy& Credentials
M&A Strategy & Operations (Illustrative)

2020FR

For a European Defense
leader, assisted top 

management in defining
strategic growth

opportunty areas and 
developing roadmaps 

by 2040 in light of 
differentiating

capabilities and market
dynamics (Capability

Driven Strategy). 

2019FR

For a global aircraft
OEM, conducted an 
M&A post-mortem 

financial and 
operational review of a 

formerly PE-backed
flight operations 

software and data 
company based in 

Canada with operations 
in 5 countries.   

2017FR/Switz.

For a global leader in  
value added aluminium 
products, assisted with

the preparation of a 
contemplated carve-out 

of its Aerospace & 
Transportation activity
incl. separation issues 

analyzis, transition 
support requirements, 

IT-related carve-out 
topics.

2015FR/Sweden

For a world leading 
supplier of a wide 

assortment of 
aerospace solutions, 

supported the 
divestment of 2 distinct 
businesses (Bearings 
and FbW): preparation 
of pro forma accounts, 
IM and MP, Separation 

blueprint, TSAs and 
separation cost 

assessment.

2014FR

For a major player in 
the ammunition round 

field, developed an 
integration blueprint 
including integration 
and target operating 
model, preliminary 

synergies capture plan, 
overall integration plan, 
day one readiness and 

TSAs. 

2013FR/UK

For a global A&D 
engine Tier-1 player, 

assisted with pre-deal 
acquisition  - of a UK-

based target -
operational due 

diligence and synergies 
capture planning to 

strengthen the 
Acquirer’s electrical

power system activities
(More Electric Aircraft).

2011FR/USA

For a global A&D Tier-1, 
supported in the 

creation of a leader in 
biometrics and  identity 
management solutions 

(US-based target). 
Assisted with synergy 
review, facilities scale 

down analysis, 
preliminary integration 
plan, and operational 

risk assessment.

2010Spain

For the European
Defense industry

leader, assisted with
complex carve-out 

blueprint development
and preliminary

separation issues and 
planning in 

coordination with
Financial Due 

Diligence/Modelling
teams. 

2010FR

For a global OEM, 
assisted with the carve-

out of France-based 
Systems Unit (Tubes & 

Pipes). Carve-out 
support included 

program management, 
blueprint development, 
day one activities and 

risks management, 
transition services 

agreements.

2008FR

For a global OEM, 
assisted with the spin-
off of 3 manufacturing 
sites to create one of 

the French largest 
Aerostructures

company: program 
governance, blueprint 
development, day one 
readiness, transition 
services agreements 

development.
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ALM Vanguard: Transactions-Acquisitions Consulting 2019, 
ALM Intelligence

PC Strategy& placed in #1 position for both Depth and Breadth 
in M&A advisory capabilities
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Additional Services • Cybersecurity

• Corporate Intelligence

• Tax, Legal & Social Law Services
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Additional Services – Cybersecurity

PwC is a recognized as leader in global Cybersecurity
consulting services. Of the 14 consulting firms evaluated,
PwC had the highest score.

According to Forrester Research, "PwC’s teams included
consultants with expertise in multiple areas and integrated
smoothly with a variety of the clients’ internal teams”.

PwC has been recognized as a leader in Cybersecurity
Consulting in 2018 by ALM consulting.

ALM highlights PwC for its holistic “one-firm” approach, bringing
together various key disciplines to provide tailored solutions that
directly address clients’ needs. The report also notes PwC’s
continued investment in innovation, IP, delivery accelerators,
partnerships and alliances, and service delivery methodologies.

Q2 2019: PwC Leader of Service 
Providers in Cybersecurity consulting

PwC is a recognized leader in Cybersecurity services We participate in the Cybersecurity community

Participation in the organization and creation 
of the main CTF challenge

Facilitating a conference: Is your SOC 
efficient? Evaluation methods and good 
practices

Leading a conference on mainframe 
security: « Dealing the Perfect Hand -
Shuffling Memory Blocks on z/OS”

Gold sponsor of this forum and 
participation in 4 conferences including the 
one on "Is your SOC efficient? »

Speech by Philippe Trouchaud, PwC 
partner, on the managerial challenges of 
Cybersecurity

Philippe Trouchaud’s
Book received the  

Cybersecurity Book Prize 
at FIC 2017

PwC was the first of the major audit firms to be PASSI 
qualified

Today, team members are qualified to supervise and carry out 
services of:

• Architecture audit,
• Configuration audit,
• Source code audit,
• Pentests,
• Organizational and physical audit.
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3,200 Cybersecurity consultants worldwide working under shared quality standards and relying on 
important technical investments
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Additional Services – Corporate Intelligence
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Benefits

A customizable report structure to 
meet your specific needs

A better understanding of the 
cyber security profile and data 
breach risk

A clear vision of the vulnerability 
and risks introduced into the 
organization by the acquisition

Detailed appendix containing 
general information on the research 
target

Ability to identify the potential 
production of dual use goods

M&A Target Risk Due 
Diligence…

• Data compromise
• Capability misrepresentation
• Hidden beneficial owners
• Export control violation
• Fraud.

Summary table
Brief summary of the 
problem identified to 
facilitate reading

Reliability level
Synthesis of the risks 
identified during the 
research

Source
Hypertext links (clickable 
pictograms) to the sources 
cited in the report

Risk category identified
Research criteria according to 

your expectations and adaptable 
to your needs

Description
Review of the risks 

identified during our 
research

Origin of the source
Types of sources used

Level of criticality
Level of information criticality 

(to be defined with you) 
according to your risk appetite 

and business ethics

Event date
Date of information

* The final format of the deliverables will be adjusted according to your requirements during the scoping/test phase

Output (Illustrative)

Discrete 
interviews

Social 
media

Leaks 
(Wikileaks, etc.)

Traditional 
media

Deep web & 
Dark Web

PEP List

Business 
registers

Specialised 
databases

Property 
registers

Financial 
information

Geospatial 
data

Blacklists & 
Sanctions lists

More than 50,000 open sources to collate and analyze critical data and information in the context of 
contemplated deals
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Additional Services – Tax, Legal & Social Law Services

M&A operations

• Due diligences / vendor due 
diligences

• Structuring of the deal
• LOI, SPA, put, calls, shareholders 

agreement, etc.
• Signing/closing 
• Antitrust

IT, IP and digital

• IP
• IT contracts
• Securing personal data

People & Organization

• Global mobility
• Employment law
• Performance & rewards
• Social security compliance
• immigration

Corporate matters and business 
reorganization

• Corporate law
• Corporate restructuring (mergers, 

contributions, combinations, liquidations)
• Corporate secretariat 
• Corporate compliance

Business ethics / governance

• Criminal liability of directors
• Preventing corruption / bleaching
• Rewards 

Other legal skills

• Commercial contract
• Competition and distribution law
• Banking and financial law
• Environmental law
• Commercial litigation

Real estate

• Real estate M&A
• Leases
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500 lawyers in France, uniquely positioned to deliver distinctive services in the context of M&A 
transactions at global scale with local knowledge
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Your M&A Operations 
Contact

• Olivier MALTESE, partner Deal Strategy & Operations
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M&A Operations for A&D 

Olivier Maltese
Partner, Deal Strategy & Operations, 
Strategy&/PwC

+33 7 63 18 28 66

olivier.maltese@fr.pwc.com

Expertise areas

Olivier primarily works on M&A strategy and 
operations issues in cross-borders context. He 
brings more than 20 years of experience (in London 
and Paris) to his work helping A&D OEMs and 
suppliers on growth and corporate strategy.  

His deepest sector expertise is in Aerospace & 
Defense, Advanced industries and Industrials where
he works with several of the leading organizations
across their corporate development agenda.

Expertise areas

Based in Paris, Olivier specializes in M&A Operations. 
He works primarily on value creation programs including
pre- and post-deal integration projects, complex carve-
out in the context of organizational restructuring efforts 
(e.g. RSP) and Joint Ventures/Strategic alliances. 

Olivier partners with executives to set portfolio strategies, 
pursue M&A activities and help drive the initiatives 
required to reach value creation in connection with A&D 
Advisory, Transaction, Tax & Legal team members:  

• Strategic asset portfolio review
• Integration strategy/model and planning 
• Synergies capture planning
• Operations due diligence
• Target operating/Governance models
• Day One Readiness (incl. TSAs)
• Integration/Result Management Office (IMO)
• Divestitures/Carve-outs/Spin-offs
• Assistance with deal negotiation process (Q&A, SPA) 
• M&A post-mortem and maturity assessment
• Joint Ventures and strategic alliances
• Venturing (Corporate Venture Capital). 

On the back of his ca. 120+ transactions experience, 
Olivier also helps organizations rethink M&A strategic
priorities in light of emerging new business models and 
technical macro-trends.

Education

• Master in Finance, Paris 
• Executive Education Program « Strategic Alliances » -

IMD, Lausanne.

Misc.

• Olivier started in Audit in the industrial practice (Usinor, 
Turbomeca) in the Big Four environment (Deloitte, 
Arthur Andersen) 

• Prior to joining PwC, he started and supported the 
growth of the M&A Operations practice as lead partner
with Deloitte Financial Advisory Services

• VP Finance 3i3s A&D association, Paris.
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Glossary

ATM
CFIUS
DEW
EASA
FAA
FDI
FIRMMA
FVL
IATA
IM
ISR
ITAR
KC-Z
MEA
MES
MRO
NGAD
OEM
PLM
TSA
USM
VC
VR/AR
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Air Traffic Management 
Committee on Foreign Investment in the United States 
Directed-Energy Weapon
European Union Aviation Safety Agency
Federal Aviation Administration
Foreign Direct Investment
Foreign Investment Risk Review Modernization Act 
Future Vertical Lift 
International Air Transport Association
Information Memorandum
Intelligence Surveillance Reconnaissance
International Traffic in Arms Regulations
US Air Force aerial tanker fleet program
More Electric Aircraft
Manufacturing Execution System
Maintenance, Repair and Overhaul
Next Generation Air Defense
Original Equipment Manufacturer
Product Life Management
Transition Services Agreement
Used Serviceable Material
Venture Capital
Virtual Reality/Augmented Reality
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